It appears that all the detailed steps of evolution stored in DNA that are read, transcribed, and translated in every developmental and growth process of each individual cell depend on RNA-mediated processes, in most cases interconnected with other RNAs and their associated protein complexes and functions in a strict hierarchy of temporal and spatial steps. Life could not function without the key agents of DNA replication, namely mRNA, tRNA, and rRNA. Not only rRNA, but also tRNA and the processing of the primary transcript into the pre-mRNA and the mature mRNA are clearly descended from retro-“elements” with obvious retroviral ancestry. They seem to be remnants of viral infection events that did not kill their host but transferred phenotypic competences to their host and changed both the genetic identity of the host organism and the identity of the former infectious viral swarms. In this respect, noncoding RNAs may represent a great variety of modular tools for cellular needs that are derived from persistent nonlytic viral settlers.
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### Introduction

Current knowledge indicates that DNA is a stable information storage medium. As proposed in an article by Vetsigian, Woese, and Goldenfeld, it serves as an “evolutionary protocol” for evolutionary novelties and selected properties. A wide variety of small RNAs regulate key cellular processes of replication as well as genetic arrangements, rearrangements, recombination and repair, and even inventions. In most cases they act after being transcribed from the stable DNA storage medium into a pretranscriptional or transcriptional modus, with the advantage of being active prior to all translated proteins. Elements such as micro-RNAs, small nuclear and small nucleolar RNAs, tRNA, and rRNA as well as the assemblies of the spliceosome and ribosome are vital to all life processes. In this respect I remember a quote from the Austrian philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein: “The meaning of a word is its use within a language and to understand a sentence means to understand a language. To understand a language means to be the master of a technique.”

What are the “masters” of the technique used to edit nucleotide sequences of the genetic text according to combinatorial (syntactic), context-sensitive (pragmatic), and content-specific (semantic) rules, according to Charles Morris the obligate and nonreducible levels of rules that are inherent to any kind of language or language-like codes?

### Why Editing Needs Editors

For a long time the textbook conviction held sway that the genetic content arrangements of DNA sequences are evolutionary results of random mutations and their selection. Then it was noticed that DNA regions which code for proteins are decreasing with organismic
complexity (in humans 1.5%) and former “junk DNA” plays increasing important roles in gene regulation. Additionally, it was assumed that this “junk DNA” is a kind of selfish genetic element, with an inherent tendency to replicate themselves, in contrast with its helpful and symbiotic functions within host genomes.

For many decades it was common practice to speak about the “genetic code” with its inherent language-like features. Long before, and even after, Manfred Eigen’s suggestion that the nucleic acid sequences are comparable to and function like any real language coherent with a (molecular) syntax, linguistic, and communicative vocabulary was commonly used in genetics, cell biology, and molecular biology: genetic code, code without commas, misreading of the genetic code, coding, genetic storage medium DNA, genetic information, genetic alphabet, genetic expression, messenger RNA, cell-to-cell communication, immune response, transcription, translation, nucleic acid language, amino acid language, recognition sequences, recognition sites, protein coding sequences, repeat sequences, etc.

In contrast with the evolutionary paradigm of random assemblies of nucleic acids that constitute the genetic text we do not know any real-life languages or codes which emerged as a randomly derived mixture of characters.

If Manfred Eigen’s suggestion is still valid, and the description of nucleic acid sequence order in terms of linguistics (molecular syntax) makes sense for the future, we should look at the current scientific knowledge of “language” and “communication.”

Every language is based on signs, whether they are signals or symbols. In humans and other animals they are transported auditively, visually, or tactilely. In nonhuman living beings they are transported by small molecules in crystallized, fluid, and gaseous form. Additionally these signs can be combined coherently with combinatorial rules (syntax). Signs are not generated and used by themselves, but in real-life languages by living beings. These sign-generating and sign-using agents live in vivo in continued changing interactions and environmental circumstances. This is the context (pragmatics) in which a living being is interwoven. This context determines the meaning (semantics) of the signs in messages that are used to communicate and to coordinate single as well as group behavior.

Therefore, we can understand that the same sentence, or the same syntactic sequence order, of any language or code can have different, and in extreme cases, opposite meanings and therefore transport different messages. The important consequence of this fact is that it is not possible to extract the meaning of an informational content solely out of the syntactic structure, but someone has to identify the context within which the living being uses this syntactic structure.

The primary agents are not the sequences of signs, not the rules which determine sequence orders, but the living agents. Without living agents there are no signs, no semiotic rules, no signalling, and no communication. Paradoxically, without signs, semiotic rules, signalling, and communication, no living agents could coordinate growth and development.

If we assume the genetic code to function language-like, knowing that no language which has been observed functions by itself, then we have to postulate living agents that are competent to use signs coherent with syntactic, pragmatic, and semantic rules. Adapted to the genetic code, this means that there must be living agents competent in generation and integration of meaningful nucleotide sequences, and meaningful nucleotide sequences are not a randomly derived mixture of nucleotides.

Natural genome editing from a biocommunicative perspective means competent agent-driven generation and integration of meaningful nucleotide sequences into preexisting genomic content arrangements and the ability to (re-)combine and (re-)regulate them according to the context-dependent (i.e., adaptational) purposes of the host organism.
DNA: Information Storage Medium and Life Habitat of Endogenous Viruses

There is increasing evidence that all cellular life is colonized by exogenous and/or endogenous viruses in a nonlytic but persistent lifestyle. A persistent lifestyle in cellular life-forms most often seems to derive from an equilibrium status reached by at least two competing genetic settlers and the immune function of the host that keeps them in balance. Persistent settlement of host genomes means that if we postulate agent-driven genetic text editing then we have to look at their *in vivo* life strategies to understand their habits and the situational contexts that determine their content arrangements. Then we can reconstruct nucleic acid sequences that function as a code, not as a statistically random-like mixture of nucleotides, but as informational content in a syntactic order that is coherent with the whole sequence space generated by agents that are linguistically competent in nucleic acid language, that is, the genetic code. As in every language each character, word, and sentence together with starts, stops, commas, and spaces in-between has content and a text-formatting function and is generated by competent agents.

If we imagine that humans and one of the simplest animals, *Caenorhabditis elegans*, share a nearly equal number of genes (ca. 20,000) it becomes obvious that the elements that create the enormous diversity are not the protein-coding genes but their higher order regulatory network that is processed by the mobile genetic elements, such as transposons and retroposons and the noncoding RNAs¹ (Juergen Brosius created the appropriate image of “genes floating in a sea of retroposons”). If we consider the important role of the highly structured and ordered regulatory network of noncoding RNAs as not being randomly derived, one of the most favorable models with explanatory power is the virus-first thesis. This means that the evolution of the noncoding RNA world is the result of persistent viral life strategies.

The whole range of mobile genetic agents that are competent to edit the genetic code/nucleic acid language not only edit, but also regulate key cellular processes of replication as well as transcription, translation, recombination, repair, and even inventions via a wide variety of small RNAs. In this respect, DNA is not only an information-storing archive but a life habitat for linguistically-competent RNA agents, most of them seemingly of viral or subviral descent. To understand their natural genome editing competence we have to look not only at their linguistic competence in editing and regulating correct nucleotide sequences but at their communicative competence too, that is, how they interact with each other, how they compete within host organisms, how they symbiotically interact with host organisms to ward off competing parasites, and what life strategies they share. Persistent infection lifestyles that do not harm hosts and symbiotic, cooperating viral swarms may be more successful in evolutionary terms for integrating advantageous phenotypes into host organisms than “selfish” agents.

### A Viral Progenitor of the Eukaryotic Nucleus?

If we look at persistent viral life strategies we should first look at the role of the eukaryotic nucleus. The eukaryotic cell most probably evolved by a symbiogenetic integration event of former free-living bacteria. This integration, however, cannot explain the progenitor of the eukaryotic nucleus because its key features could not have derived from prokaryotes.²,³ The eukaryotic nucleus has numerous key features, proteins, and RNAs that are not found in any prokaryote. Interestingly, these key features are present in certain prokaryote viruses.¹⁻⁶ These viruses use linear chromosomes, telomere repeats, multiple membranes, histone-packaged chromosomes with marking effect for self/nonself identification, and nuclear pores.
No single virus encompasses all of these key features, but every key feature of the eukaryotic nucleus is present in some large dsDNA viruses. This requires consideration of a process in which different viral competences were integrated into a single dsDNA virus that was the progenitor of the eukaryotic nucleus. Alternatively, a large dsDNA virus functioned as a simple eukaryotic nucleus and later integrated other viral competences. On examination of the key features of several candidates for this integration, the focus is primarily on prokaryotic, eukaryotic, and archaeal phages.

Prokaryotic phages such as cyanophages have double-stranded DNA, DNA and RNA polymerases similar to eukaryotes. Eubacterial phages possess linear double-stranded DNA, telomeres, DNA and RNA polymerases, chromatin, and internal membranes. Archaeal phages with linear double-stranded DNA have telomere repeats similar to eukaryotes. They also possess chromatin and an internal lipid tendency to nonlytic, persistent, (and often mixed) infections.4

Other DNA viruses share similar features that are characteristic of the eukaryotic nucleus but are not found in prokaryotes. An example is the vaccinia virus (poxvirus).7 These viruses have a membrane-bound segregation of transcription and translation, multiple membranes, and their DNA synthesis combines membrane loss and a cell-cycle-dependent restoration as well as an actin/tubulin-bound transport system4,8 and, interestingly, nuclear pores.9 Cytoplasmic DNA viruses (African swine fever virus) have chromatin and linear chromosomes with telomeres. PhycoDNA viruses have mRNA capping, introns, and diverse DNA replication proteins. Torque Teno Virus (TTV) 1-4 have linear double-stranded DNA genomes with a molecular basis for the evolution of eukaryotic chromatin; they also have capsids which integrate internal and external lipid proteins.4

In addition, all these viruses have the capability for self and nonself identification. All viruses mark their genomes, RNAs, and proteins by different kinds of chemical modifications, for example, methylation. This marking allows the differentiation between self and nonself. Nonself may be other viruses, the host genome, or host-related transcripts.4

**Evolutionary Roles of Viruses as Natural Genome Editors**

To understand the evolutionary emergence of the eukaryotic nucleus it could be useful to reconstruct the natural genome-editing competences of viruses.10 Recent research in microbiology, based on comparative genomics and phylogenetic analyses, has demonstrated that life must be viewed from the perspective of the crucial role played by viruses.4,11–15

This contradicts former concepts that focused on viruses in the framework of (i) escape theories, that is, viruses are intact or deformed genetic parasites that escaped from cellular life, or that viruses (ii) evolved from cellular ancestors or (iii) that they are not living beings because they cannot live without cellular life. From these perspectives, viruses could not play crucial roles in the evolution of cellular life. Interestingly, phylogenetic analyses do not support the former concept of RNA- and DNA-viruses descending from cellular life. These analyses also show that DNA and RNA viruses most probably did not have a common ancestor but evolved independently. Viruses probably have to be placed at the very beginning of life, long before cellular life evolved.4

**Persistent Viral Life Strategies are Beneficial for Their Hosts**

Acute viruses that exhibit lytic action induce disease and even death. In contrast, a persistent lifestyle implies compatible interactions with the host, either by being integrated into the host genome or within its cell plasma.16 The result is nondestructive symbiosis during most life stages of the host. The persistent lifestyle allows the virus to transmit complex viral
phenotypes to the host organism. This process, which changes both the genetic identity of the host and the identity of its persistent settler, enables the host to broaden its evolutionary adaptational potential and may promote the formation of new species.4

The persistent lifestyle of viruses is typically tissue specific, that is, host tissues are colonized by different nonlytic viruses which integrate themselves into the host cytoplasm, for example, as plasmids or into the host genomes, and co-evolve with them. A common habit of persistent viral settlers is that during host cell replication they function in a tissue-specific, replication-cycle dependent manner. Interestingly, micro-RNAs in eukaryotic cells have similar tissue-specific or developmental expression patterns.17 Micro-RNAs play important roles in Dicer- and Risc-mediated mRNA degradation or mRNA translation inhibition.18 This implies an RNAi immune function. Because micro-RNAs act on mRNAs, not on proteins, they are probably encoded by persistent nuclear DNA viruses.19 We will look at these competences later.

Persistent Status through Addiction Modules

The persistent status is the result of multiple colonization events into a host. This neutralizes former antagonistic and incompatible features of competing viral agents without harming the host.20–22 Most of the endogenous or exogenous inhabitants inherent to bacteria, protozoa, plants, animals, and fungi are a complementary mix of formerly antagonistic viral features. They can still be identified today as toxin/antitoxin, restriction/modification-, insertion/deletion modules, that is, complementary counterpart regulatory functions that do not harm the host.1,23,24 As symbiotic neutralization and counterpart regulation, they represent new phenotypic features. One feature is regulated exactly by the antagonist according to developmental stages in the cell cycle, replication, tissue growth, or similar developmental contexts. Should this suppressor function become unbalanced, then the normally downregulated part may become lytic with potentially lethal consequences, as documented for symbiodinium and its major role in coral bleaching.25

Retroviral Competences in a Persistent Symbiotic Lifestyle: Endogenization

Endogenous retroviral competences in the persistent status are often characterized by features expressed only in the strict time window of a developmental process, such as axis formation, trophectoplast formation, or the S phase of the cell cycle. In these highly specialized contexts they are replicated through signalling, which blocks the suppression of the replication process. After the function is fulfilled, a signal once again initiates suppressor function. Retroelements, with their (i) higher-order regulatory functions, (ii) capability for genetic creativity, and (iii) capacity for innovation of new regulatory patterns and combinations descended from retroviruses, which can easily be identified by their three essential parts gag, pol, and env.26–28 Most endogenous retroviruses have been degraded into formerly connected domains, but they can still be recognized by retroposons or one of these three genes,21,29–31 which means their formerly connected genomic content may be used by host organisms as single or networking modular tools for a variety of new regulatory functions. The gag gene encodes structural proteins, pol encodes enzymes such as reverse transcriptase, protease, ribonuclease and integrase functions, and env encodes envelope proteins, surface and transmembrane proteins and proteins causing host cell fusion and immunosuppression.22

Reconstructing the Highways that also Play Important Roles in Persistence

Interestingly we also find small DNA viruses as genetically stabilized and co-evolved
persistent viruses that do not trigger and are not part of an immune response of the host organism. Their active role is regulated and depends on the cell cycle of the host in which they are transcribed, replicated, and silenced again during a certain phase of the cell cycle. This means their persistent status is changed into an active role only during a strictly defined phase of the cell cycle in which they are needed for a specialized function and are still competent, most likely being adapted especially for this function. After fulfilling this function they disappear again. To ensure this function and its fine-tuned regulation, they need a highly conserved regulative viral protein domain with characteristic host interactions to use (manipulate) the host replication for their special needs. Their behavioral pattern is adapted to the host and circumvents the acute lytic phase.\textsuperscript{32}

We can find similar reproduction patterns in RNA viruses. Replication of retroviruses in eukaryotes depends on successful entry into the membrane of host cells.\textsuperscript{33} Some retroviruses circumvent this active entry of the cellular membrane in that they wait until the start of the cell-cycle phase-dependent dissolution of the cell membrane during replication. Once the direct path to the nucleus is free, retroviral RNA is transported to the eukaryotic nucleus and integrates into the host genome. Through transcription of the host genome a complete viral RNA genome is processed and transported out of the nucleus through the cytoplasm to the cell membrane. Here the reproduced viral genomes assemble and are encapsulated by viral gag encoded structural proteins and leave the host cell. Retroviral life integrates dozens of retroviral competences such as replication, transcription, translation, repair, trafficking to and from the nucleus, splicing, alternative splicing, and 3′ end processing. Transport to the nucleus and afterwards from the nucleus to the membrane again gives an overview about agent-driven evolution of eukaryotic cells if we think about the eukaryotic nucleus being an ancient dsDNA virus.

In contrast to these retroviral and often lytic replication cycles, the overwhelming majority are nonlytic but persistent retroviruses. They infect the host organism and integrate their gag, pol, env functional parts into the host genome and adapt to the replication cycle of the host organism without leaving the host cells. In becoming part of the identity of the host genotype they change the genome formation and transfer a phenotype to the host that noninfected host genomes do not possess. We are still at the beginning of imagining how the persistent lifestyle of viruses plays a role in the evolution, development, and genomic regulatory ratio of eukaryotes.\textsuperscript{4}

This advantageous behavior of not leaving the host genome again, but reaching a persistent status within the host genome (most probably by becoming part of an addiction module, i.e., a competing genetic settler that creates an equilibrium status balanced by the host immune system), can be better understood if we look at the patterns of retroviral movement during infection events.

Patterns of Retroviral Movement: The Kinesin/Dynein Addiction Module

It is the prokaryotic viruses that tend to use pores during cell destruction and exit. Their entry pores are their tail plates, which can also be toxins. In eukaryotes, the most relevant pores are on the mitochondria, associated with apoptosis. However, eukaryotic DNA viruses (adeno-virus) do often bind to nuclear pores and these are clearly also associated with microtubules that transport virus to the pore. This pore-building ability plays an evolutionary role in all tubular structures that connect multicellular tissues of eukaryotic organisms.

The alternative way of most eukaryotic viruses, including retroviruses, to pass through the cell membrane of the host is by endocytosis followed by receptor binding.\textsuperscript{34} A well-known behavioral motif then occurs: the release of its RNA or DNA into the host cell and its immediate spread into smaller parts, such as reverse transcriptases and preintegration
complexes. This is an important behavioral motif in relation to noncoding RNA transcript processing into small noncoding RNA species, as discussed later.

These smaller parts move on the “highway” of the actin-based cytoskeleton and its microtubules in the direction of the nucleus by using the kinesin-motor protein superfamily. After reaching the nuclear membrane these viral parts pass through the membrane through nuclear pores by using importin proteins (which consists of two subunits with complementary functions: an indicator for an ancient addiction module itself) which bind to a special recognition sequence. Afterwards, integrase, which is also produced and used by DNA viruses for the same purpose, integrates these viral parts into the genome. The integration process is not random but involves strict coherence to the syntax of the nucleotide sequences of the host.

If the host cell replicates, these RNA viral parts are transcribed into DNA. As DNA sequences they pass through the membrane of the nucleus again to move towards the cell membrane. Again they use the “highway” of microtubules, but unlike earlier, they use dynein as the motor protein. Interestingly, the change in direction of the kinesin/dynein transporter proteins depends on suppression of antagonists of the dynein or kinesin. This could be an indicator that both are part of an addiction module of former competing genetic parasites. Prior to becoming an internal part of cellular transport it could have been an external system for movement in and out of cells. And indeed there is a connection between these two motor proteins and retroviral (gag)-parts.

When they reach the cell membrane the viral parts form a patch, via protein assembly on internal membranes, that is divided from the cell by exocytosis and produces its own capsule in which the RNA genome matures. In other contexts, similar proteins are involved in cytokinesis, and most interestingly, in neural and immunological synaptic communication. Other retroviruses build their capsule, not at the plasma membrane, but at the centrioles. Both sites of capsid building and transport depend on intact env and gag codings and the recycling of membrane parts. The gag parts bind the kinesin motor proteins that are needed for microtubulin transport. The exact transport of the retroviral RNA through the cytoplasm depends on interactions with numerous host proteins that build the so-called RNA-Transport-Granulat (RTG). This RTG is also present in nearly all cells, such as fibroblasts, T-cells, and epithelial cells.

Retroviral RNA editing for processing of extracellular viral parts is a very complex process: retroviral RNA editing functions in a similar way to cellular mRNA processing but is much more regulated by cis- and transactive mechanisms, which seem to be a former retroviral competence. Export of retroviral RNA out of the nucleus requires several RNA helicases, such as RNA helicase A, DEAD box proteins, DDX1 and DDX2.

After retroviral RNA processing in the nucleus by (i) alternative splicing, (ii) 3′ end processing, and (iii) RNA transport from the nucleus through the cytoplasm on the microtubule highways, they reach the membrane where they assemble. Transport depends on intact microtubules. One part of the retroviral RNA is not spliced but is translated into structural proteins to form the capsules. The addiction module of the antagonistic motor proteins kinesin/dynein (see note above), which drive retroviral RNA transport, plays an important role in the cell division of eukaryotic cells. Different kinesin proteins regulate the movement (Kip2p) and also the direction/orientation of this movement (Kip3p).

Interestingly, mitotic spindle processing without kinesin/dynein transcription does not function as well as positioning of the two poles and the segregation of the chromosomes in the anaphase. Both motor protein families have genetic similarities with archaea and eubacteria, indicating their important roles in prokaryotes as well. Motor proteins and cytoskeleton interactions are very
Specific and also interconnect with the Golgi apparatus.\textsuperscript{62,63}

**Agents of Natural Genome Editing: Genetic Settlers in a Comfortable DNA Habitat**

Recent research shows extensive dynamic DNA remodelling by mobile agents, such as transposons, retroposons, and noncoding RNAs, which are able to cause a wide variety of DNA arrangements, rearrangements, and recombinations.\textsuperscript{64–67} Some authors refer to these as agents of genomic creativity,\textsuperscript{21} mobile or regulatory elements,\textsuperscript{68–70} or entities,\textsuperscript{71} while others refer to transposable elements,\textsuperscript{72} noncoding RNA populations,\textsuperscript{73} endogenous mutators,\textsuperscript{74} and still others to mobile DNA species or genetic parasites.\textsuperscript{4,75} Together, these agents enable complex organisms to integrate several temporal steps and a great variety of coordinated signalling processes in eukaryotic cell replication, fix them in a conserved DNA storage medium, and if necessary, resolve conservation, change, rearrange, or newly construct the whole genomic content and sequence order.\textsuperscript{76}

The DNA information storage medium is and has to be edited. I predict a future discussion on how to refer to these editing agents, for example, as interactions of more or less chemical molecules or as “non-random genetic change operators” (Shapiro 2007, personal communication) or as natural genome editors.

From a bio-communicative perspective—which investigates combinatorial (syntactic), content-specific (semantic), and contextual (pragmatic) rules of genetic text processing—it is important to note that there can be no editing without competent agents that edit, that is, an editor or most likely a swarm of editors.\textsuperscript{77} For example, the spliceosome or even the ribosome works as an integrated network of several small nuclear RNAs and their associated proteins.\textsuperscript{65} They are clearly authorities in competently acting upon the molecular syntax of the DNA language.

Life could not function without the key agents of DNA replication, namely mRNA, tRNA, and rRNA. Not only rRNA, but also tRNA and the processing of the primary transcript into the pre-mRNA and the mature mRNA, are clearly descended from retro-“elements”\textsuperscript{78–82} with obvious retroviral ancestry.

It is now possible to appreciate how sophisticatedly the competent agents act in the case of endogenous retroviral swarms, that have reached a persistent and nonlytic lifestyle. We also know that all related retro-elements share a common genome-editing capacity similar to transposable elements. Nonetheless, it remains difficult to reconstruct how all these DNA-encoded RNA agents reached a persistent status in hundreds, thousands, and tens of thousands of elements. We only know that they act in a precisely coordinated manner that would be impossible without competent signalling. This includes a strict capacity for self/nonself identification, which is a major asset of RNAs in general and of small nucleolar RNAs in particular.\textsuperscript{83}

Persistent endogenous agents that are competent in natural genome editing apparently prefer a special kind of habitat characterized as noncoding DNA sectors. They use a syntax mainly consisting of direct or inverted repeats. They colonized DNA genomes by inserting their sites beside coding elements; then they use these coding elements for different needs. So we have to look at sequence orders that consist of noncoding elements, such as repeats and coding elements. In the human genome, only 3\% of coding regions remain. The remaining 97\% serve as a habitat for persistent viral operators that orchestrate a highly sophisticated division of labor. From these regions they can actively regulate coding sequences because they are able to change specific DNA content throughout the genome. All eukaryotic DNA replication processes share a cut-and-paste process in which noncoding elements, that is,
introns, are spliced out; later the remaining exons that code for proteins are combined into a coherent protein-coding content ready for translation.

As opposed to persistent endogenous agents of natural genome editing in eukaryotes, we find persistent exogenous agents in prokaryotes that are competent in natural genome editing of the prokaryotic gene pool. This process has long been visualized as horizontal gene transfer and is now recognized as occurring via plasmids, phages, and transposons, all with viral ancestors.84

It is difficult to perceive mere molecules or molecule buildings as being “competent” to process the sophisticated DNA language. It is less difficult to think of viruses as these subject-like agents.

**Large Noncoding RNAs: Competent Regulators of Gene Expression**

Noncoding RNAs that function in gene regulation coordinate and organize various actions, such as chromatin modification and epigenetic memory, transcriptional regulation, control of alternative splicing, RNA modification and RNA editing, control of mRNA turnover, control of translation, and signal transduction.85

In contrast to former opinions about the expression levels of genomes it is now increasingly clear that most eukaryotic genomes are highly expressed and a great abundance of noncoding RNAs with regulatory functions are transcribed. Most of these noncoding RNAs are alternatively spliced and divided into smaller RNAs that are integral parts of ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes. They regulate nearly all aspects of gene regulation. Small RNA species include micro-RNAs, small interfering RNAs, small nuclear RNAs, and small nucleolar and transfer RNAs.86

Although recent research has tried to evaluate the enormous regulatory networks of small RNAs, the role of thousands of longer transcripts is not yet clear. We know that they play important roles in histone modification, methylation, that is, epigenetic control of developmental processes such as the mammalian HOX clusters,85 and also transcriptional interference, promoter inactivation, and effects on enzymatic pathways. Interestingly, these large noncoding RNAs are found as interlacing and overlapping sense and antisense transcripts derived from introns or intergenic regions, which means that they stem from the preferred life habitat of persistent viral settlers. That they may be of viral descent is indicated by their developmental stage- and tissue-specific expression patterns, which are typical habits of persistent viral settlers. Similar to their smaller relatives they are involved in the formation of ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes.

**Micro-RNAs and Their Associated Proteins are RNPs**

Small noncoding RNAs also share a special competence for epigenetic regulation of gene expression87 and are derived from repetitive genomic sequences.88 Repetitive genomic sequences indicate descent from retroviral infection events.89 The capacity for epigenetic regulation of gene expression includes the “recognition” (identification) of specific sequences in other nucleic acids and is common to RNAs,83 especially small nuclear RNAs and tRNAs that (i) identify splice junctions in both pre-mRNAs and codons, and (ii) process both the subunits of the spliceosome and the ribosome.17 This implicates their capacity for self/nonself distinction as well as for identifying the molecular syntax. If one of these does not function, that is, error or damage occurs, the regulation or structural features of small noncoding RNAs do not function.

Maybe a key feature of noncoding RNAs is that they share an analog/digital language-competence,90 such that in their secondary molecular structure they can act as molecular adaptors to the protein world, whereas their nucleotide word order seems to be digitally structured information. Their ability to edit
the molecular syntax of genetic texts according to different needs is exemplified by recent research on the functions of learning and memory in mammalian neuronal networks. This is possible in that RNA editing alters transcripts from loci encoding proteins involved in neural cell identity, resulting in DNA recoding.

The action of endogenous RNA species such as micro-RNAs, small interfering RNAs, and piwi RNAs in animals and plants is a mediating process in that they guide the binding of protein complexes to specific nucleic acid sequences. There action starts both as a regulatory process at the transcriptional level (e.g., by endogenous siRNAs) when the action potential is activated out of the “evolutionary protocols” fixed in the DNA storage medium, or at the post-transcriptional level in that they stabilize messenger RNA and translation into proteins. This means that small noncoding RNAs do not solely mediate the transfer of genetic information from DNA to protein but also act as sequence-specific regulators in the expression of other RNA transcripts and, interestingly, in silencing specific transposons.

Control patterns include mRNA degradation (siRNAs), translational repression (miRNAs), heterochromatin formation, and transposon control (piwiRNAs). Endogenous miRNAs and siRNAs share biogenesis and can perform interchangeable functions. They cannot be distinguished by their chemical composition or their action. But they differ in their production pathways: (i) miRNAs derive from genetic sequences that are different to known genes, siRNAs derive from mRNAs, transposons, viruses, (ii) miRNAs are processed out of transcripts that can form RNA hairpins, siRNAs are processed from long bimolecular RNA duplexes, (iii) miRNAs are always conserved in related organisms, endogenous siRNAs are rarely conserved, (iv) miRNAs are produced from genes that are specialists in silencing of different genes, siRNAs are typically auto silencing, such as viruses, transposons, and repeats of centromeres. SiRNAs are expressed from extended double-stranded regions of long inverted repeats and can inhibit the expression of nearly any target gene in response to double-stranded RNA and have a very efficient and ancient immune function against genetic parasites. This functions by identifying foreign RNA sequences and inhibiting their replication. The ancient RNAi immune function is based on self/nonself identification competence. Many of these elements are retroposons or transposons and are encoded in the repetitive sequences of the genome and therefore are clearly of viral origin.

Micro-RNAs are single-stranded RNAs of 19–25 nucleotides in length and are generated from endogenous hairpin transcripts of 70 nucleotide precursor miRNAs. The transcription of this pre-miRNA is processed by RNA polymerases pol II and pol III. Whereas pol II produces the messenger RNA, small nuclear and small nuclear RNAs of the spliceosome pol III produce shorter noncoding RNAs, such as tRNAs, some rRNAs, and a nuclear RNA that is part of the spliceosome. They control not only developmental timing, hematopoiesis, organogenesis, apoptosis, and cell proliferation but also fat metabolism in flies, neuronal patterning in nematodes, and control of leaf and flower development in plants. Most of them are processed out of introns!

It is predicted that every metazoan cell type at each developmental stage has a distinct miRNA expression profile. The most characteristic differences of miRNAs acting in plants and animals are found in the stem loop.

Micro-RNAs, as well as small interfering RNAs, seem to have descended from transposable elements with an inherent regulatory ratio on gene regulation that is fulfilled by a variety of small interfering RNAs or micro-RNAs that act in a coordinated manner in that they share a division of labor in hierarchical steps of suppression and amplification. This is indicated in transposable elements that encode both siRNAs and miRNAs. They can be found in intronic regions and build stem loop structures (hairpins) as a common feature of active RNA species, such as ribozymes. The
defense mechanism of host genomes against transposable element invaders through siRNA evolved into miRNAs with a new regulatory complexity and a new phenotype. First evolving as an immune function, it was later co-opted as a tool for complex regulatory pathways for host gene expression. This co-option of identical competences for different purposes seems to be a common evolutionary pattern for regulatory controls that can be flexibly altered and rearranged to cause phenotypic variation without altering basic components.

Micro-RNAs are acknowledged as key regulators of gene expression. This means that dysfunctions of these regulatory mechanisms may lead to dysregulated genes with a cascade of disease-causing consequences. This means that the smallest RNAs are the basis of gene regulation, although in their original function they had an immune function against viruses and similar agents. Later on their function was adapted for eukaryotic gene expression. Sometimes these new functions overlap with old features when virus infection is acute and the balanced (persistent) status is disturbed. The eukaryotic signalling pathways that act during gene expression or DNA replication and the role of transport from the cytoplasm through nuclear pores into the nucleoplasm, genetic expression, and retransport into the cytoplasm and the role of membranes, show that viruses had, and still have, manipulatory abilities in host genomes and host cells. In particular, the ability of persistent invaders to self-splice out before export to the cytoplasm—an ability derived from the division of transcription and translation through nuclear membranes with pores—produces an analog protein-coding data set ready for translation and determines the identity of the host without harming its reproductive cycle.

**RNP and Their Functions**

The complex network of all RNA interactions and the great variety of functions as preconditions of eukaryotic complexity include gene-gene interactions as well as the integration and regulation of most of the gene activities on different levels, such as chromatin structure, DNA-methylation, transcription, RNA splicing, RNA translation, RNA stability, and RNA signalling. This means that most of the functions of gene control that we currently know descended from retro-elements. One important feature is that noncoding RNAs function as RNP and not as naked RNAs.

Some of them are small nuclear and small nucleolar RNAs (see below). Interestingly, the nucleolus plays an important role with similar performance to other endogenous retro-elements during a small time window in the cell cycle. Nucleoli appear during the interphase of mammalian cells and are the locus of ribosome processing. Nucleoli also control regulation of the cell cycle. In general, noncoding RNAs play important roles as intermediate products in the function and structure of the host genome, for example, in the reproductive cycle of host cells from the start to the end of the S-phase. This is a common feature of persistent endogenous retroviruses that adapted to the host genome as an addiction module. They now represent a phenotypic function of the host organism as neutralized (balanced) former competing viral agents. If one of these agents is damaged or its regulation becomes unstable the counterpart may still become virulent with potential disease-causing consequences for the host organism.

Regulatory functions are restricted to specific phases of the cell cycle. One antagonist is suppressed and therefore the other can be produced at increasing rates according to the phase of the cell cycle, for example, production of tubulin and/or nanotubulin structures or production of proteins with a variety of functions in cell division. At the end of this specific phase of the cell cycle the suppression of the antagonist ceases, mediated by specific signalling processes, and the antagonist then suppresses the increased production of its counterpart. This is the precondition for terminating its function in this phase of the cell cycle.
These interactions represent a kind of universal module with key regulatory function. Noncoding RNAs are involved in nearly all of these key functions of cellular activities in all domains of life (bacteria, eukarya, archaeca).

**Small Nuclear and Small Nucleolar RNPs**

Most of these functions are fulfilled by noncoding RNAs, which act as binding partners to ensure the correct position of the nucleic acid target molecule for its enzymatic functions. Normally this process works as Crick-Watson base-pairing which includes a lot of proteins. These interconnected networks between noncoding RNAs and proteins are termed the RNPs.\(^{106}\)

Some of these noncoding RNPs are small nuclear (sn) and small nucleolar ( sno) RNPs. They are competent in multiple functions, many of them for intracellular transport and motility. In human cells they are encoded within introns. Both act in a complementary fashion: snRNPs retrieve the snoRNAs from the introns. On the other hand, snoRNAs are required by the snRNPs for posttranscriptional modifications. Their interdependency seems to be typical for viral derived addiction modules. Both snRNPs and snoRNPs depend on stable but inactive pre-RNPs, which only can mature if they are located far from their later active position.\(^{106}\)

In most vertebrates, the snoRNAs come from introns of pre-RNA transcripts. These snoRNAs are integrated into a complex structure by endonucleases, exonucleases, and helicases.\(^{109,110}\) Interestingly, in the yeast *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*, most snoRNAs are not encoded in introns.\(^{83}\) This could be an indicator of an earlier evolutionary phase in which snoRNAs had not yet become endogenous by an infection event by retro-agents.

Most of the snoRNAs of vertebrates that are encoded in their introns are transcribed by polymerase II and produced after splicing through exonucleolytic trimming. They are highly lineage specific and form a separate family of mobile genetic elements.\(^{111}\)

Genes coding for snoRNAs switch on host genes by retroposition. They also play important roles in excision and integration of specific sequences. They are as important as Alu, SINEs, and LINEs.\(^{111}\) Interestingly, the best-known mobile genetic elements are integrated into snoRetroposons. The insertion is characterized by their individually different target site duplication-repeat, for example, full-length LINEs, that is, ALUs in primates. snoReverse Transcriptsases (snoRTs) are also inserted into other mobile elements as well as into DNA transposons.\(^{111}\) Retro-elements seem to be compatible with each other and are integrated into small nucleolar reverse transcriptsase sequences, each of them with its individual target-site duplication repeat.\(^{111}\) This could be an indicator of identification processes and identity modules. Many of the snoRNA genes are retroposons with retroviral ancestry.\(^{111}\) snoRTs that are part of the introns of host genes can be used as RNAs with novel functions. After a retroposition event they can silence the snoRNA copy of their parents and lead to a new function of the new snoRNA.\(^{111}\) This seems to be a common feature of endogenous retroposons and transposons in that these genetic invaders are driving forces of genomic creativity: the same competences in different contexts may lead to new functions and phenotypes.

Transport of small nucleolar RNPs is characterized by both nuclear and cytoplasmic cycles. Cajal bodies play important roles in intranuclear transport as centers for RNP assembly, transport, modification, and editing. Their production is a complex highly coordinated and conserved process. When the small nuclear RNPs arrive in the nucleoplasm they spread over the whole interchromatin space. Newly generated RNPs are assembled in the Cajal bodies before they are integrated into the nucleolar subdomains fibrallin and interchromatin clusters. This seems to be an indicator that they are processed and modified within
the Cajal bodies and specialized (informed) for specific functions.\textsuperscript{106} In addition to their function as \textit{de novo} assembling factors of RNPs, multicompetent Cajal bodies play an important role in modification and recycling processes of U4/U6 snRNP complexes that are remnants of splicing processes.\textsuperscript{106} Cajal bodies are nuclear organelles with high motility and important roles in splicing, ribosome processing, and transcription.\textsuperscript{112} It has been observed that Cajal bodies move from one end of the nucleus to the other, assemble with other Cajal bodies, or divide themselves into smaller ones.\textsuperscript{113} These endogenous retro-elements are still important agents in natural genetic engineering and natural genome editing.

**Important Roles of Small Nucleolar RNPs in Eukaryotic Genome Editing**

Small nucleolar RNAs seem to derive from a very ancient group of endogenized RNA viruses with a wide variety of functions such as 2′-O-methylation, pseudouridylation of many classes of RNAs, rRNA processing, and synthesis of telomeric DNA.\textsuperscript{114} Today we know two families of snoRNAs: the C/D and the H/ACA RNAs. They are produced in the nucleolus and have a variety of functions within the nucleolus but also function out of the nucleolus as a recreation center for special substances. Eukaryotic cells have several dozen species of snRNAs and 200 known snoRNAs (C/D and H/ACA RNAs). These RNAs are one of the most diverse transacting RNAs currently known. They are available not only in eukaryotes but also in archaea. These snoRNPs (C/D H/ACA) share important functions such as: protein translation, mRNA splicing, genome stability, ribosome function, and modifications in snRNAs of eukaryotes, tRNAs in archaea, and neuronal mRNAs in mammals. One kind of H/ACA RNA, telomerase RNA, is needed for telomere production.\textsuperscript{115}

Most of the known snoRNPs guide modifications of other ncRNAs. Both motifs are simple and very ancient and are part of the telomerase RNA.\textsuperscript{116,117} Depending on their function, C/D and H/ACA finally orientate to nucleoli, Cajal bodies, or telomeres.\textsuperscript{106}

We know that one H/ACA RNP functions in vertebrate telomere synthesis. Telomerase RNA and its protein partner, telomerase reverse transcriptase, are both target orientated and strictly regulated. Telomerase enzymes are active in telomere elongation only in the S-phase of the cell cycle. Interestingly, telomerase does not elongate telomeres continuously but at different times with interruptions in between cellular subcycles, especially in the shorter ones. The 3′ region of the endogenous human telomerase RNA possesses all the structural features of H/ACA boxes of snoRNAs. Only in the S-phase of the cell cycle do both telomerase RNA and telomerase reverse transcriptase move toward telomeres, otherwise they are in different (waiting?) positions.\textsuperscript{118} The accumulation of human telomerase RNA in nucleoplasmic Cajal bodies in certain cancer cells occurs only during the S-phase of the cell cycle when telomerases are generated.\textsuperscript{119} This means that the accumulation process is cell cycle dependent and time limited. Telomerase transport in the S-phase of the cell cycle is advantageous because telomerase activity in eukaryotes is limited to chromosome replication and suppresses destructive functions of telomerases at nontelomere elongation locations such as chromosome repair and repair of double-strand breaks.\textsuperscript{113} Cajal bodies in particular play important roles in the generation and function of telomerase RNPs. Human telomerase RNA has an H/ACA motif that it shares with small Cajal body RNAs and a wide variety of snoRNAs. The snoRNA family regulates modifications and cleavage of ribosomal RNAs in the nucleolus, and the small Cajal body RNA family regulates modifications of small nuclear RNAs within the Cajal body.\textsuperscript{120}

Besides the nucleolus, the Cajal bodies are the best investigated nucleoplasmatic organelles. They are enriched by spliceosomal and nucleolar RNPs. Especially in the
interphase, many nucleolar intermediates emerge and play important roles in transport and modification of a variety of cellular RNAs.\textsuperscript{121} C/D and H/ACA boxes guide the posttranscriptional pol-II specific spliceosomal snRNAs via pseudouridylation, which is characteristic of posttranscriptional RNA modifications in eukarya and archaea and generally plays an important role in the correct functioning of cellular RNAs. These guide RNAs share a Cajal body-specific localization signal, the CAB Box.\textsuperscript{122} It is suggested that pseudouridylation guide RNP s play important roles in the processing of rRNA and in function-control/regulation of telomerases in eukaryotes. Ribosomal RNAs play important roles and therefore are DNA encoded in hundreds of transcription units. These units are organized in large tandem arrays. In active synthesis these rRNA loci form nucleoli with important roles in evolution and development. These rRNA loci are habitats for mobile elements like retroposons.\textsuperscript{123} Pseudouridylation pockets also seem to direct snoRNAs to the nucleolus, which means that they have identity functions.\textsuperscript{124}

In yeast, telomerase is not associated with H/ACA snoRNPs but with SM snRNPs, which demonstrates that telomerase is generated and regulated in different organisms in different ways.\textsuperscript{106}

**The Enigma of tRNA**

Parallel to the ribosomal rRNAs, tRNA is one of the most important RNAs and is essential for the replication of both RNA genomes and DNA genomes. It seems to be a very ancient competence because it functions in a wide variety of contexts in quite different ways. Investigations of the variety of functions of tRNA show that it seems to be an addiction module-like association of different predecessors dating to the RNA world. The 3’ end of the tRNA structure could be the start of an ancient replicase. Replicase is the CCA-adding enzyme that is necessary to complete nucleotides that were lost because of incorrect starts. This CCA-adding activity has been the first telomerase function with its function of completing lost nucleic acid end sequences during replication. If it is really as old as suggested it must be present in all three domains of life: archaea, bacteria, eukarya. These CCA-adding enzymes are found in all three domains of life, are part of the same nucleotidyltransferase superfamily, and are very similar in their function.\textsuperscript{79,80}

The genomic tag hypothesis is another part of the puzzle over the role of noncoding RNA abilities. It is suggested that the one half of tRNA evolved to mark single-stranded RNA genomes for replication in the early RNA world. The second half of the tRNA evolved separately as a primer of templated protein synthesis and started the RNP world. Both parts derived from independent RNA agents, which together built a kind of addiction module. Then this module became involved in translation from RNA template into protein. That tRNA plays important roles in the replication of single-stranded RNA viruses of bacteria, plants, and mammals, replication of duplex DNA plasmids of fungal mitochondria, retroviral replication, and also replication of present chromosomal telomeres, is less noticed nowadays.\textsuperscript{79,80}

**Ancient and Prominent: Reverse Transcriptases**

Last but not least let’s have a look at one of the most prominent and ancient natural genome editing agents: reverse transcriptases, such as telomerases that function in telomere maintenance are noncoding retro-elements. This indicates that their ancestry is of retroviral origin.\textsuperscript{118} The vast majority of retro-elements use tRNAs or RNAs with strong secondary structures to process reverse transcription. Interestingly, there is a similarity between the function of tRNA in the production of proteins from RNA information, and reverse transcriptase, an enzyme that is crucial for turning RNA into DNA.\textsuperscript{91}
Retroposition—a billions of years-old process—still plays important roles in building the structure and function of genomes in a continuing interaction between host genomes and the colonizing life strategies of mobile genetic invaders, an everlasting evolution-driving process of rearrangement, renovation, and innovation.\textsuperscript{125}

Copying from RNA into DNA generally involves reverse transcriptases. Recent research has demonstrated that overlapping epigenetic marking in eukaryotic cells is an important evolutionary feature to silence the expression of mobility of these mobile elements.\textsuperscript{72} Mobile elements can silence single genes as well as larger chromosomal regions and, therefore, play an important role in the evolution of diversity. They share the ability to recombine, rearrange, repair, and insert into genomic content with other retro-elements.\textsuperscript{126,127} They influence neighboring genes through alternative splicing and are active agents as enhancers and promoters or act by polyadenylation patterns.\textsuperscript{72}

Reverse transcriptases play key roles in mobile elements, such as transposons and retroposons, both of viral origin. One type of retroposon has direct repeats at its ends (LTR), whereas others do not (non-LTRs). Interestingly, the number of retroposons increases with every transposition (transposition duplication) so that they can expand genomes: LINE-1 is 20\% of the human genome. In contrast, transposons contain a code for the transposase protein. This enzyme identifies the terminal inverted repeats that flank mobile elements, excises them and integrates itself instead. The gap at the donor site is repaired in a cut-and-paste transposition or is filled up with a copy of the transposon by a gap repair technique.\textsuperscript{72} Transposons can also integrate themselves in phages and plasmids and are transferred with them into other cells.\textsuperscript{84} This is evidence for self/nonself differentiation.

In contrast to nonmobile telomeres and centromeres, mobile sequences, such as transposons and retroposons,\textsuperscript{128} and noncoding repetitive elements, such as LTRs, SINEs, and LINEs, enable far-reaching DNA rearrangement and reorganization.\textsuperscript{64,129,130} Together, they play a decisive role in the evolution of new genomic structures.\textsuperscript{130–132} The repetitive sequences are highly species-specific and are more suitable for determining the identity of species than the coding sequences.\textsuperscript{4}

This does not mean that only mobile sequences represent ancient genetic settlers. The similarity of telomeres and centromeres—nonmobile repeat elements—in descent and their relatively poor loci of inverted repeats or retro-elements could indicate an ancient immune function that protects both from massive invasions by genetic parasites.\textsuperscript{133,134}

**Major Roles of Reverse Transcriptases in Natural Genome Editing**

In addition, reverse transcriptases play key roles in altering genomic structures\textsuperscript{135} and therefore, in evolutionary processes facilitated by natural genome editing. Reverse transcriptases are used to generate (i) copies of mRNAs that they need for integration into a genome, and (ii) copies of non-mRNAs, such as small nucleolar RNAs, one of the largest classes of noncoding RNAs,\textsuperscript{109} which, like DNA copies, are SINEs. SINEs can initiate new genes that code for small RNAs with regulatory abilities in existing genes.

One further key feature of reverse transcriptases is that they are a primer for retroelements such as LTRs (copia, gypsy, Ty1, IAPs, HERVs). Non-LTRs (Het-A/TART, SINEs, LINEs) act like telomerases in several arthropods and plants. Moreover, reverse transcriptases are encoded and used by open reading frames (ORF), ORF1 (an RNA-binding and shuttling protein), ORF2 (endonuclease, reverse transcriptase activities), as well as ALUs (manipulation of LINE-1 function for mobilization), group II self-splicing introns and snoRNAs (type 1–3 retroposons), all of which have important regulatory functions.\textsuperscript{106,111,113,136} Reverse transcriptases are also found in retroviruses of mammals and birds, in the hepadnavirus of mammals and
birds, and the caulimovirus of plants, in LTR retroposons of animals, plants, fungi, and protozoa, in non-LTR retroposons of animals, plants, fungi, and protozoa, in group II introns of bacteria, fungi, plant mitochondria, chloroplasts, and plastids, in mitochondrial plasmids of Neurospora mitochondria, and in multiple single-stranded DNAs.

Although many researchers believe that non-LTRs evolved before retroviruses, there is recent evidence that viruses are their ancestors.

Reverse transcriptases (DNA polymerases) together with RNA-dependent RNA polymerases replicate positive-strand RNA viruses, double-stranded RNA viruses, negative-strand RNA viruses, and retroviruses. RNA-dependent RNA polymerases produce dsRNAs in that they copy single-stranded RNA templates into dsRNAs. The RNA-dependent RNA polymerases are initiated by two or more complementary micro-RNA sites that could indicate an addiction module because of its counterpart regulation. These polymerases are also involved in the coupling of heterochromatin for the production of siRNAs. The RNAi system is competent in posttranscriptional gene silencing and is, therefore, a crucial instrument in keeping the balance between the need for expression and the need for silencing.

As mentioned above, ORFs also code for reverse transcriptase. Many organisms have ORFs that code for proteins with sequences very similar to retroviral reverse transcriptases. RNA-dependent DNA polymerase (reverse transcriptase) is related to RNA-dependent RNA polymerase. Rooting these lines of descent in RNA-dependent RNA polymerases yields two groups: (i) group 1 contains LTR retroposons, RNA viruses, DNA viruses; (ii) group 2 contains non-LTR retroposons, bacterial and other organelle parts.

The telomerase function is cell-cycle regulated. It functions only when its suppression is removed. Once the telomerase function in telomere replication is fulfilled, a signal initiates its suppression again. A disturbed signalling process may lead to uncontrolled cell replication. Telomerase has to be transported to telomere repeats for its elongation during the S-phase of the cell cycle. The delivery agents are, again, Cajal bodies, small nucleolus-like organelles that are competent in (i) splicing, (ii) ribosome production, and (iii) transcription.

Natural Genome Editors: Communal Interacting Agents with Persistent Status

In contrast to DNA with its stable features and enormous information storage potential, RNA is involved in the active parts of copying and coding processes, as demonstrated in new sequence generation, replicative processes, gene invention, and higher order regulations in all key processes of life. Prior to the evolution of cellular life it is proposed that very simple structured RNA (pre-RNAs) started by growing through base-pairing mechanisms without coding features. The selection of an RNA population, a direct product of error prone unedited RNA replication, is known as the quasispecies theory.

Growth by base-pairing mechanisms is different to the growth of primitive secondary structures of single-stranded RNAs, which can stabilize and replicate themselves as hairpin/stem loop structures with inherent coding capabilities. When coding began, catalytic functions connected with syntactic rule-ordered information enabled these simple molecules to act as semiotic agents: they became capable of generating nucleic acid sequences with a functional meaning that had to be recognized, identified, and interpreted correctly in the situational context, with a combinatorial pattern of the base pairs that differed from the diverse features inherent in nonself agents of the same structure, that is, self/nonself identification. Biotic competences differ from abiotic interactions, because in contrast to the latter, biotic competences
which became active may even fail. These abilities are still evident in the t-loop structure of tRNAs, a variety of ribozymes, and self-enforcing RNAi loops, which couple heterochromatin assembly to siRNA production. The high density of early RNA life led to competing situations in which it was an advantage to escape into DNA informational storage and protein-based cellular life as outlined in another article. Protein and DNA invention were a prerequisite for the evolution of divergence and the variety of life because all evolutionary inventions could be stored as evolutionary protocols in this stable storage medium. The information content of the human genome is comparable to an archive of 5000 books with 300 pages each.

It appears that all the detailed steps of evolution stored in DNA that are read, transcribed, and translated in every developmental and growth process of each individual cell depend on RNA-mediated processes, in most cases interconnected with other RNAs and their associated protein complexes and functions in a strict hierarchy of temporal and spatial steps. It is clear that this regulatory order could not evolve by chance or that it represents solely a randomly derived mixture of nucleotides, but that it is composed of individual functions and integration into one developmental target, in strict coherence to the syntax of the nucleic acid language.

Today we are beginning to realize the degree of abundance and variety of RNA species with their different, sometimes complementary and competing roles in all key processes of life. RNAs play complementary roles in information processing and regulation. In most cases they have an inheritable status, being integrated in the genome of organisms, and are termed endogenous. In other cases they are ancient individuals living in the cytoplasm of cells as persistent nonlytic parasites similar to DNA settlers, with important endosymbiotic roles. Their relation to viruses is close and some virologists consider an evolutionary tree of RNA species and RNA viruses. Interestingly, some DNA viruses have other features (linear chromosome, telomere ends, intron-like structures) that indicate a different origin with ancient roots comparable to RNA viruses. These features connect the evolutionary roots of archaea and eukaryotes, because ancient dsDNA viruses have similar features in viruses of archaea and the eukaryotic nucleus. A special feature is the RNA proof-reading and repair ability of RNA polymerases, which would be the precondition of an RNA genome in the early RNA world because of the relatively unstable RNA structures. On the other hand, this instability is a necessary precondition for the high productivity of different RNA sequences with the rapidly adapting features necessary in the early RNA world, that is, a large variety of different RNA identities.

In particular, the mode of replication of eukaryotes shows a wide variety of hierarchical ordered processes that each depend on signalling processes to indicate the successful termination of the preceding process. A temporal order exists, with time windows processed by different process design connected with the cell cycle, along with transport systems of signals and complex messages, agents, co-agents and helpers, such as ancillary proteins and a network of interwoven regulatory elements which suppress or amplify the start and stops of semioses, production, regulation, and the whole toolbox of natural genetic engineering. We now know that all these processes involve RNAs, which become active via transcription out of the DNA storage medium prior to translation into proteins.

During translation from digital DNA storage into the analog code of protein language it is interesting that DNA information contains multiple RNA- and protein meanings, that is, from the same genetic data set it is possible to transcribe multiple RNA species or translate a variety of proteins according to the higher order regulations inherent in epigenetic control and/or transcriptional, pre- or posttranscriptional modification targets. Additionally, in eukaryotes we find some noncoding RNA species, such as small nuclear, small nucleolar, small
Cajal body, and small interfering RNAs. There are some indications that noncoding DNA plays a role in the de novo generation of genes.\textsuperscript{148}

Nearly all genetic and genome editing processes involve RNAs, which in most cases function as a network. Most of the functions are performed, conducted, and regulated by noncoding RNAs, which are encoded in intronic DNA in most cases with repetitive syntax. Most of their functions are active only in an intermediate stage of RNA processing, which is regulated by strict starts and stops that are signal mediated. Error in these regulations is interconnected with organismic diseases.

Noncoding RNAs are similar to all kinds of mobile genetic elements such as LTRs, non-LTRs, SINEs, LINEs, snoRNAs, and snRNAs, all of persistent viral origin. They are integrated via addiction modules, that is, an agent/antagonist relationship between competing genetic settlers that are neutralized and balanced by their antagonism and the immune system of the host. This is an advantage for both the host, which attains a new genetic phenotype that noninfecte relatives do not possess, and the viral settlers, which both survive and co-evolve within a new genomic habitat.

Transfer RNA (tRNA) and ribosomal RNA (rRNAs), with their key functions in protein translation, represent such addiction modules, containing several subunits, each of them necessary for function. The whole cell cycle of eukaryotes is regulated by these noncoding RNAs.

Obviously DNA functions as both a relatively stable information storage medium, an evolutionary protocol to fix advantageous innovations, and as a comfortable habitat for persistent genetic settlers. If all the RNA capabilities derive from viruses or similar agents that compete in the available global pool of organismal genomes—viruses and their relatives are ten times more abundant than cellular genomes—then only those that give their hosts an advantageous genomic identity that is able to ward off an abundance of competing genetic settlers will survive. They must be able to build addiction modules (genetic and genomic innovations) together with the host immune system, each of them a unique culture-dependent habitat. Only then will the survival of both the genetic settlers and their host populations be likely.

\section*{Conclusion}

The biocommunicative approach investigates both communication processes within and among cells, tissues, organs and organisms, as sign-mediated interactions, and nucleotide sequences as code, that is, language-like text, which follows in parallel three kinds of rules: combinatorial (syntactic), context-sensitive (pragmatic), and content-specific (semantic). From the bio-communicative perspective editing genetic text sequences requires—similar to signalling codes between cells, tissues and organs—biotic agents that are competent in correct sign use according to combinatorial, context-sensitive, and content-specific rules. Otherwise, neither communication processes nor nucleotide sequence generation or recombination can function. Even if the process of following these rules is very conservative, variations, alterations, and change may occur. The agents rule following identities may fail, and nucleic acid sequence grammar can be damaged or deformed and may become syntactically incorrect.

At the genomic level we can identify a remarkable process of change from a mechanistic view to the perspective of nonmechanistic genetic content processing. If we look at the current knowledge of hierarchical and temporal order of single steps and substeps in replication and transcription processes there must be natural genome editing agents that are competent both in generation of meaningful nucleotide sequences and in the use of these sequences according to different needs, such as integration, modification, recombination, and extraction into preexisting genetic texts. As we will see, in this respect DNA is not only an information storing archive but a life habitat for nucleic
acid language competent RNA agents of viral or subviral descent. These agents are competent in almost error-free editing of nucleotide sequences according to combinatorial, context-sensitive, and content-specific rules. They even generate nucleotide sequences de novo. They are also able to generate new rules of use for nucleic acid sequence modules by rearrangements in the higher order regulatory network of noncoding domains. Thus ancient sequences of the DNA storage medium may be used as modular tools in a wide variety of different contexts for new functions, made possible through the different meaning of syntactically identical sequences.

Competent agents in nucleic acid language are not solus ipse agents but are competent as mutual or parasitic “swarms” or “clouds,” most of them RNA-based communities that share these competences. Their competence is a communal one, each of them being capable of self and nonself identification. The interactive competence of a community enables each individual to be competent. If we look at interacting communities, such as ribosomes and spliceosomes (each containing subunits without which they cannot function), we see their communal competence. If we look at the hierarchical processes of gene expression, transcription, RNA processing, mRNA and tRNA transport for translation we can also see communally acting agents. From the virus-first perspective they are now mutually interacting but may derive from formerly competing agents. mRNA and tRNA maturation in eukaryotes in particular also seem to reflect communal processing.

Formerly competing agents have reached an equilibrium status balanced by the immune response of the infected host to achieve a persistent lifestyle in the host genome, for example, toxin/antitoxin-modules. The number of communal interacting agents represented by ribosomes, spliceosomes, or even the consortium that cooperates as the adaptive immune system ranges from a few to hundreds and thousands. In the latter case communal agents interact in DNA rearrangements with enormous consequences for many protein-based products that play important roles in immune functions.

This view could change the construction of research projects, that is, shifting the focus from mutational (random) changes of nucleotide sequences to investigating nucleotide sequences from the perspective of viral-derived sequences that now play important roles in the regulation of cellular functions. Their status within one of many addiction modules can be changed by nonbeneficial circumstances for the cell (e.g., stress) and they may become lytic again, resulting in a wide variety of diseases.
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Witzany: Noncoding RNAs: Persistent Viral Agents


Noncoding RNAs could be adapted versions of persistent viral agents that now act as modular tools for cellular needs. Nika Lovsin and Matija Peterlin demonstrate that the APOBEC3 protein family protects against infections of some retroviruses, which indicates that this protein family is a remnant of a persistent retroviral infection event that now wards off competing genetic parasites. In the fifth part, "Epigenetic Control," I. King Jordan and Ahsan Huda report on some of the many ways that transposable elements have contributed to the epigenetic regulation of human genes and are di